• ANCHOR BAR
• POUR HOUSE AT GRAND CENTRAL
• BAR LOUIE
• THE BLUE NOTE (DBA NAME)
• BRADLEY'S ON 7TH
• HOTEL BAR (DBA NAME)
• WATERVUE GRILLE
• CENTRO CANTINA
• THE BRASS TAP (DBA NAME)
• CITY SIDE (DBA NAME)
• PRANA YBOR'S PREMIER NITE SPOT
• CLUB 1828
• ORPHEUM
• BAR HWRD
• GENERATION X
• BIG BAMBOO BAYSIDE DBA
• SOUTHERN NIGHTS TAMPA (DBA NAME)
• THE SOHO BACKYARD (DBA)
• DIRTY SHAME (THE)
• DOPPEL DECKER
• EMPERORS GENTLEMENS CLUB
• HONEY POT (THE)
• WOB TAMPA AVION LLC
• LINKSTERS TAP ROOM
• G5IVE TAMPA / VERDE LIQUORS
• GALLITO (DBA NAME)
• GASPAR'S GROTTO
• TEQUILAS YBOR
• SHANNON RESTAURANT CORP
• YARD OF ALE
• GOLDEN ANCHOR (DBA NAME)
• HAIR OF THE DOG PARK LLC
• THE COLLECTION BAR/THE HALL ON FRANKLIN (DBA NAME)
• THE HUB BAR INC
• I DON'T CARE BAR AND GRILL
• INDEPENDENT (THE)
• 5 STAR DIVE BAR
• AMERICAN SOCIAL TAMPA LLC
• BAD MONKEY YBOR (DBA NAME)
• BONE YARD
• BUBBLY BARCHIQUE / DON ME NOW C 1949
• CASK (DBA NAME)
• CASTLE BAR
• CIGAR CITY CIDER & MEAD
• CWS GIN JOINT LLC
• FISHERMANS PUB (DBA NAME)
• FRANKLIN MANOR (DBA NAME)
• IRISH 31 PUB HOUSE & EATERY
• PEABODY'S BILLIARD & GAMES/REAL TALENT INC
• REMEDY (DBA NAME)
• RETREAT/KENNEDY LOUNGE
• ROCK BROTHERS BREWING
• YEOMANS CASK & LION (DBA NAME)
• CRISTOPH'S
• WEST PALM WINES
• THE DOG BAR & GRILL (DBA NAME)
• LA LA SANGRIA BAR
• LOWRY PARCADE TAVERN LLC
• MAD DOGS & ENGLISHMEN
• CRAVE RESTAURANT & BAR
• YBOR CIGARS PLUS
• PATIO (THE) (DBA NAME)
• OLE STYLE DELI/TBDG ACQUISITIONS LLC
• PETER'S PLACE
• PRESS BOX (THE)
• RICK'S ON THE RIVER
• RJ WINGS N THINGS
• THE PINT AND BREW (DBA NAME)
• LIMELIGHT
• THE CLAW AT USF
• SPLITSVILLE
• TAMPA SOCIETY WINE BAR (DBA NAME)
• WORLD OF BEER (DBA NAME)
• STEEL HORSE TAVERN (DBA NAME)
• STONE THROW (DBA)
• COYOTE UGLY SALOON (DBA NAME)
• WHISKEY CAKE INTERNATIONAL PLAZA LLC
• ENVY
• TAPS WINE & BEER EATERY
• BIG EASY BAR LLC
• THE LOCAL DRAUGHT HOUSE (DBA NAME)